Treasure!
January 24 - May 3, 2020
Calling all treasure-hunters, adventurers and pirates! This immersive exhibition from NRG! Exhibits explores the history, technology, tools, and people of treasure hunting! Become a part of the experience with opportunities for hands-on activities, seeing artifacts from real treasure sites, solving the mystery of a special treasure chest, and more!
Supported by Shernili Barbauba and Rick & Pamela Hill

Lost Man Blues:
Jon Schueler - Art and War
January 31 - April 26, 2020
Experience the life and story of abstract expressionist artist Jon Schueler woven through his paintings and memoirs. As a World War II veteran, Schueler’s story gives us an eye-opening look at the struggles that follow those dealing with post-war PTSD. This must-see exhibition is a testament to the power of artistic expression.
Curated by Marissa Roth for the Jon Schueler Estate
Supported by Dan & Julia Cronin and The Slater Family

Parrot Playhouse
Year Round Aviary
Half hour after Park opens - 11:45 am & 1 pm - Park close
Walk through an interactive aviary featuring lorikeets, Australian birds seen in every color of the rainbow! Enjoy looking at these beautiful parrots and feeding them from your own hand as they land on your arm. Free for Members / Included with Park admission.

Additional nectar cups: $1 each

Mosaic Restaurant
Turtle Bay Members already enjoy 10% off food & drinks. Now Members also receive half-off a 2nd meal all day, every Tuesday!
- Fresh, artisan deliciousness
- Dog-friendly patio & doggie menu
- Free Valet Parking for restaurant guests
* Must present Turtle Bay Membership card. Limited to 2 discounts per table.